CSB Motions and votes during November 14, 2017 public meeting

1. Motion to change the status of recommendation 2010-10-I-OS-R7, to the Department of the Interior, from the Macondo investigation, to “Closed – Unacceptable Action/No Response Received.”

Motion made by Member Ehrlich, seconded by Member Engler.

Voice vote record:

**Ehrlich:** Approve
**Engler:** Approve
**Kulinowski:** Approve
**Sutherland:** Approve

_The motion was passed._

2. Motion to change the status of recommendation 2010-10-I-OS-R15, to the Department of the Interior, from the Macondo investigation, to “Closed – Reconsidered/Superseded.”

Motion made by Member Ehrlich, seconded by Member Kulinowski.

Voice vote record:

**Ehrlich:** Approve
**Engler:** Disapprove
**Kulinowski:** Approve
**Sutherland:** Approve

_The motion was passed._